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Abstract
We investigate the effect of varying citation context window sizes on model performance in citation intent classification. Prior studies have been limited to the application of fixed-size contiguous citation contexts or the use of manually curated citation contexts. We introduce a new automated unsupervised approach for the selection of a dynamic-size and potentially non-contiguous citation context, which utilises the transformer-based document representations and embedding similarities. Our experiments show that the addition of non-contiguous citing sentences improves performance beyond previous results. Evaluating on the (1) domain-specific (ACL-ARC) and (2) the multi-disciplinary (SDP-ACT) dataset demonstrates that the inclusion of additional context beyond the citing sentence significantly improves the citation classification model’s performance, irrespective of the dataset’s domain. We release the datasets and the source code used for the experiments at: https://github.com/oacore/dynamic_citation_context

1 Introduction
Understanding citation types has served a wide range of applications, including research evaluation (Jurgens et al., 2018), article summary generation (Nanba et al., 2000) and information retrieval (Valenzuela et al., 2015) to name a few. Classifying citation types according to their purpose or intent can make use of a variety of features, the most essential of which is the contextual textual fragment (context window) surrounding the citation marker within the citing article (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Jha et al., 2017). This information, also known as citation context, articulates how a cited work is presented in a research paper. Several citation type taxonomies of widely varying granularity have been used for citation type classification in the past (Kunnath et al., 2021). The taxonomy originally introduced by Jurgens et al. has been used across the two largest annotated datasets for citation typing, ACT (Pride et al., 2019) and ACL-ARC (Jurgens et al., 2018) and is shown in Appendix A.

Although evidence indicates that the size of the citation context window matters, there is not yet a consensus about its optimal size. While some researchers argue that multi-sentence context windows only add noise, thus confining their focus to the citing sentence alone (Dong and Schäfer, 2011; Cohan et al., 2019), others emphasise the need to incorporate longer citation context to avoid information loss (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Jha et al., 2017; Lauscher et al., 2021).

Most citation intent classification methods rely on a fixed-size contiguous citation context window (most typically one sentence) (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013; Hernandez-Alvarez et al., 2017; Nielsen et al., 2019), or a defined number of characters (Jurgens et al., 2018). Significant variation in contextual lengths however for each citation makes considering fixed context window size less desirable (Kunnath et al., 2021).

The use of a fixed citation context comes also with the risk of either the addition of noise (when the surrounding sentences have one or more citations) or loss of information (when the implicit citation context is beyond the static window size). Additionally, previous research shows that the document structure can influence the citation context window size, where it is more likely that context size is smaller for citations in the introduction section than in other sections, thus questioning the reliability of fixed citation contexts (Bertin et al., 2019b).

The use of adaptive longer than one sentence context methods for determining the optimal context span was also investigated by the earlier works (Rotondi et al., 2018). These methods involving supervised sentence classification require manual annotations for identifying the citation context boundary. Additionally, prior work on citation context
extraction is mostly domain-centric, with many previous studies explicitly focusing on articles from computational linguistics. It was shown however in Harwood (2009) that citation behaviour of researchers differs across disciplines.

The goal of this study is to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: To what extent does the performance of citation classification models vary depending on the size of the applied context window?

Previous studies have not provided a definitive answer to this question. This is largely due to the results from previous studies not being comparable, as they use different datasets, type classifications and methodologies. Our work tests the effect of changing the citation context window size under the same experimental conditions, i.e. using identical state-of-the-art models; across two benchmark datasets, one multidisciplinary and one domain-specific. Accurately measuring this effect then enables us to measure the extent to which the citation intent classification performance varies depending on the context window size. Should we find that such difference is significant, this would motivate us to answer:

RQ2: How can we create a dynamic-size context extraction model that adaptively identifies sentences in the vicinity of the citation marker that should be semantically part of a given citation context window?

Such models would constitute a component that dynamically, i.e. adaptively for each citation marker, identifies the boundaries for a semantically coherent and complete citation context. The output of this component could be fed to the input of a citation intent classification model to increase its performance.

2 Related Work

Rotondi et al. (2018) categorise citation context determination strategies depending on the size of the context used as follows: (1) Fixed number of characters, (2) Citing sentence, (3) Fixed extended context and (4) Adaptive extended context. For automatic classification of citation functions, Jurgens et al. (2018) utilised fixed context size of 200 characters from either side of the citation, which was extracted using ParsCit (Councill et al., 2008), an open-source scientific document parser. The developers of the SciCite dataset (Cohan et al., 2019) on the other hand, noted that the addition of more context besides citing sentences resulted in the introduction of noise. Using sequence classification approach, Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) experimented with different citation context window sizes for citation purpose and polarity classification. The authors concluded that the best context span constituted the previous, citing and two following sentences.

Sequence classification approaches for context window detection use NLP-based features for identifying dynamic citation contexts. Kaplan et al. (2016) did extensive analysis on citation context
detection using a set of 35 features. The authors exploited the text coherence property and attained a performance boost by using discourse relation and citation location-based features. Based on the sentence polarity, Athar and Teufel (2012) categorised scientific text to extract implicit context. The primary assumption behind such a multi-class sentence classification system was that the authors are more likely to express their actual sentiment towards a citation, not in the citing sentence but in the sentences following. The findings from AbuRa‘ed et al. (2018) shows the importance of features, direct citations and embedding similarity in implicit context detection.

The annotation guidelines of the existing dynamic context datasets require the annotators to choose implicit context from a fixed number of sentences before and after the citing sentence. Jha et al. (2017) introduced a manually annotated dataset, with sentences included using a fixed context window from citing sentences. The annotation guidelines for ACL Anthology Network corpus (AAN) based corpus developed by Xing et al. (2020) mention the need for choosing implicit citation context from three prior to, and three sentences following, the citing sentence. The new multi-intent (citation context annotated with one or more functions) domain-specific MultiCite dataset, developed by Lauscher et al. (2021), used co-reference and scientific entity mentions for manually annotating the dynamic context.

To establish a benchmark for citation classification allowing methods’ comparison under the same experimental conditions, Kunnath et al. (2020); N. Kunnath et al. (2021) organised two rounds of the Citation Context Classification (3C) shared task. The shared task used multi-disciplinary author annotated dataset called Academic Citation Typing (ACT) dataset (Pride and Knoth, 2020; Pride et al., 2019). Compared to the first version of the classification task, the 2021 edition saw a significant improvement in results primarily attributed to the application of deep learning-based models and features external to the manuscript in which the citation appears. Table 1 lists the top two systems with the used citation context window sizes and their achieved macro f-score. The winning team used citing sentence alone as input to SciBERT (Maheshwari et al., 2021). However, the runner-up team reported a further post-evaluation macro f-score improvement by using additional fixed-size context beyond the citing sentence demonstrating the importance of the citation context window size for this task (Baig et al., 2021).

### 3 Methodology

Our experiments for RQ1 are designed to systematically test the performance of citation typing classification models on different fixed-size context windows. For this purpose we utilise a state-of-the-art model based on SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), which is the highest performing system from the previous two 3C shared tasks (Kunnath et al., 2020, 2021).

Additionally, to understand the extent to which performance is impacted by the size of the citation context window, we evaluate a non-deterministic oracle approach. This approach assigns the correct label if at least one of the fixed window models make the right prediction. We extract several fixed-size contexts (Table 2), at a sentence level up to the maximum of a paragraph boundary. This boundary is motivated by studies of Kaplan et al. (2016) and Bertin et al. (2019a).

In RQ2, we address the limitations of the existing fixed-size context approach by exploring a new adaptive unsupervised approach for dynamically extracting citation context. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are two types of the dynamic-size context: (1) contiguous and (2) non-contiguous. Our extraction method utilises transformer-based scientific document embedding methods, SPECTER (Cohan et al., 2020) and SciNCL (Ostendorff et al., 2022) and features from the citing and cited article, in addition to the citing sentence. Finally, we evaluate the extracted dynamic context on citation function classification task using a sample of the multi-disciplinary ACT dataset (Pride and Knoth, 2020; Nambanoor Kunnath et al., 2022) and domain-specific ACL-ARC dataset (Jurgens et al., 2018).

---

1 Team Duke Data Science

2 Two teams participated in total at the SDP 3C Citation Context Classification shared task - [https://www.kaggle.com/c/3c-shared-task-purpose-v2/leaderboard](https://www.kaggle.com/c/3c-shared-task-purpose-v2/leaderboard)
3.1 Datasets

3.1.1 ACL-ARC

The ACL-ARC dataset introduced by (Jurgens et al., 2018) uses citation contexts from computational linguistics, annotated for six citation functions. We used the pre-processed version of the ACL-ARC released by Cohan et al. (2019) a split of 85% (1,647 instances) for the training dataset and 15% (284 instances) for the test set. However, due to the significant amount of data leakage\(^3\) and the presence of duplicates, we further cleaned this dataset. We divided the corpus based on the ACL Anthology ID, in such a way that none of the papers used in the training set were utilised by the development and the test sets, as recommended by Jurgens et al. (2018).

3.1.2 SDP-ACT

We also utilise the SDP-ACT dataset (N. Kunnath et al., 2021), which was released during the second 3C shared task. This dataset has 4,000 instances (3,000 training and 1,000 test) and is a subset of the largest multi-disciplinary dataset of annotated citations (Pride and Knoth, 2020).

ACT has been sourced from CORE\(^4\) (Knoth and Zdrahal, 2012), a large continuously growing dataset of open access papers. The citation type categories in the dataset are similar to the ACL-ARC dataset(Jurgens et al., 2018), corresponding to the classes depicted in Appendix A. The citation context contains the textual fragment surrounding the citation marker, with the marker masked using the label, #AUTHOR_TAG as shown below:

"A Decision Tree (DT) algorithm identifies patterns in a dataset as conditions, represented visually as a decision tree (#AUTHOR_TAG, 1986).”

Note that several previous studies do not mask the citation marker containing the author tag. This subsequently leaks data from the train to the test set, leading to an artificially high model performance caused by over-fitting. The class distributions of the SDP-ACT dataset is in line with the ACL-ARC dataset, with most represented class being BACKGROUND (more than 50%).

3.2 Document Parsing

We used GROBID\(^5\) for parsing the PDFs of the citing articles from the ACL-ARC and the SDP-ACT datasets. To ensure the length of the citation context is not more than one sentence, we further cleaned the citation contexts present in both datasets to match the parser’s output from sentence segmentation feature. We manually extracted contextual information from papers in the case where citing articles could not be parsed, specifically for the ACL-ARC dataset.

3.3 Feature Extraction

Previous methods use discursive properties like text coherence (Kaplan et al., 2016), co-references (Bertin et al., 2019a) and topic mentions (Jebbari et al., 2018) as signals for dynamic context extraction. In this work, we utilise semantic context similarity between citing and cited papers as a feature. For extracting citation context dynamically, we utilised the following attributes from citing and cited articles: (1) Cited Title, (2) Cited Abstract, (3) Citing Title and (4) Citation Context. To extract abstracts from the cited papers, we queried CORE\(^6\),

\(^3\)We noted that 49 instances from test set and 42 instances from dev set were already present in the training set.
\(^4\)https://core.ac.uk
\(^5\)https://github.com/kermitt2/grobid
\(^6\)https://core.ac.uk/services/api
we chose cited title and cited abstract for representing the cited paper, we used one of the four features for generating our embeddings (Table 3), the cosine similarity between the two document embeddings determines the threshold for adding other neighbouring sentences. The process of determining the vector representation is repeated for each sentence, $s_{ent}$, that is preceding or succeeding the citing sentence, followed by the computation of the cosine similarity with the cited embedding. For dynamic non-contiguous citation context, any sentence with a similarity value greater than or equal to the threshold will be included in the dynamic context window. However, in the case of dynamic contiguous citation context, if any of the sentences in the previous or next context does not exceed the embedding similarity threshold, we terminate the search for more context beyond that particular sentence.

For both contiguous and non-contiguous contexts, we extract the preceding context, the following context and the combined context. Similar to the fixed context experiments, if the paragraph starts or ends with the citing sentence, the previous context and the next context will comprise of just the citing sentence.

### 3.4 Dynamic Context Extraction Method

Let $[s_{ent}, s_{ent-1}, s_{ent-2}, ..., s_{ent+1}, s_{ent+2}, ...]$ represent a contiguous set of sentences from a citing paper, with $s_{ent}$ being the citing sentence. The relatedness of each sentence $s_{ent}$, preceding or following $s_{ent}$, to the cited article is determined using document embedding similarity. To represent citing and cited articles, we use two transformer-based citation informed scientific document representations – (1) SPECTER (Cohan et al., 2020) and (2) SciNCL (Ostendorff et al., 2022). Both SPECTER and SciNCL build document representations from title and abstract of a paper.

We used several combinations of citing and cited features for generating our embeddings (Table 3), to test their suitability for dynamic context extraction. Our feature selection was motivated by Cohan et al. (2020) and Ostendorff et al. (2022), therefore we chose cited title and cited abstract for representing the cited paper. As our dataset contains several missing values for cited abstracts, we also tested a scenario with cited title alone for document representation.

Initially, the citing sentence alone or in combination with the citing or the cited title is used to represent the citing paper. Similarly, for representing the cited paper, we used one of the four attributes shown in Table 3. The cosine similarity between the two document embeddings determines the threshold for adding other neighbouring sentences. The process of determining the vector representation is repeated for each sentence, $s_{ent}$, that is preceding or succeeding the citing sentence, followed by the computation of the cosine similarity with the cited embedding. For dynamic non-contiguous citation context, any sentence with a similarity value greater than or equal to the threshold will be included in the dynamic context window. However, in the case of dynamic contiguous citation context, if any of the sentences in the previous or next context does not exceed the embedding similarity threshold, we terminate the search for more context beyond that particular sentence.

For both contiguous and non-contiguous contexts, we extract the preceding context, the following context and the combined context. Similar to the fixed context experiments, if the paragraph starts or ends with the citing sentence, the previous context and the next context will comprise of just the citing sentence.

### 3.5 Experimental Setup

For generating SPECTER and SciNCL document representations for the citing and cited papers, we used the source code from their respective GitHub repositories. The missing cited abstracts were treated as empty strings, while presented as inputs for document representation. For all experiments, we chose an embedding sequence length of 512. To extract abstracts from PubMed, we used the python package, Biopython (Cock et al., 2009). Since the objective of this research is to analyse the effect of adding citation context dynamically on citation classification results, we chose only the highest performing system from the previous two 3C shared tasks (Kunnath et al., 2020, 2021), which was based on SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019). Best results were obtained using the following parameter values: drop out = 0.2, learning rate = $1e-5$, batch size = 4 and number of epochs = 5.

### 4 Results

Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the results we obtained for the domain-specific ACL-ARC and the multi-disciplinary SDP-_ACT datasets for the fixed-size, dynamic-size contiguous and dynamic-size non-contiguous contexts. It also contains the theoretical performance boundary of the oracle.

From Table 4, we can see that on the single-domain ACL-ARC dataset, performance increases

---

*Features Used*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cited Paper</th>
<th>Citing Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cited title</td>
<td>$s_{ent}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cited title + Cited abstract</td>
<td>$s_{ent}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cited title + Cited abstract</td>
<td>Citing title + $s_{ent}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cited title + Cited abstract</td>
<td>Cited title + $s_{ent}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* sentence in citing paragraph
by adding the previous sentence to the citing sentence. However, on the multi-disciplinary SDP-ACT dataset, models perform well when using the immediate sentences following the citing sentence. In both cases, we can see that the theoretical performance boundary, represented by the Oracle approach, performs substantially better. This empirically shows high dependence of classification performance on the context window size, indicating a strong potential for improvement with the dynamic-size context approaches.

The results for the three context window approaches are as follows:

**Fixed-size context** – The highest macro and micro f-score for the ACL-ARC dataset is obtained by adding up to one or two previous sentences from the citing sentence. However, surprisingly, the performance drops when the subsequent sentences from the citing sentence are added to the citation context. This contrasts with the findings of Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) who previously reported that “...the related context almost always falls within a window of four sentences. The window includes the citing sentence, one sentence before the citing sentence, and two sentences after the citing sentence...” (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013, p. 599), where the authors performed experiments using papers from computational linguistics, similar to the ACL-ARC dataset. In the case of multi-disciplinary SDP-ACT corpus, the sentences from the next context proved to be more valuable for citation classification. The highest performance was reported when up to three

---

Table 4: Results using different fixed citation context windows and their comparison with oracle system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features Used</th>
<th>ACL-ARC</th>
<th>SDP-ACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Macro F-Score</td>
<td>Micro F-Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cite_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cite_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cite_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent_i)</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cite_title, sent_i)</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We noticed a 7.5% drop in score after removing data leakage.*

Table 5: Dynamic contiguous citation context results on citation function classification
sentences following the citing sentence were added to the fixed citation context. The experimental results across both datasets (Table 4) reveal that citation classification models benefit from additional context beyond the citing sentence, suggesting that the sentences surrounding the citing sentence frequently contain relevant information.\(^\text{11}\)

**Dynamic-size contiguous context** – The similarity of embeddings from SPECTER, between the cited article title + abstract and the sentences from the paragraph produced the highest macro f-scores for both datasets. In the case of ACL-ARC dataset, the increase in macro f-score using the above system was nearly 8.5% in comparison with the highest fixed-size citation context. Contiguous context for SDP-ACT also obtained comparable scores. However, the highest micro f-score resulted from the previous context. In the majority of the cases, using bidirectional contexts is associated with lower model performance. This might be due to these contexts being too long, introducing unnecessary noise to the model.

**Dynamic non-contiguous context** – The performance of the non-contiguous context on the ACL-ARC citation classifier falls by 3.4% when compared to its contiguous counterpart (Table 6). However, our non-contiguous approach outperforms the contiguous one on the SDP-ACT data, when used in conjunction with the SciNCL embeddings and the features - cited title, cited abstract and with or without citing title, with a 6% improvement in micro f-score. This validates our assumption that dynamic-size citation context approach has the potential to improve citation classification performance over fixed-size contexts and that there might be potential for further gains with the non-contiguous approach.

### 4.1 Ablation Study

We study the significance of different citation context windows using statistical McNemar’s test ($p \leq 0.05$). Figure 2 represents the statistical significance scores for the different fixed-size as well as the best performing dynamic-size citation context spans on both datasets. For ACL-ARC, adding two previous sentences significantly improves classification scores in comparison to seven different context window sizes including the single citing sentence. Most of the fixed citation contexts, except $(sent_{cs})$ (FC1) and $(sent_{cs}, sent_{cs+1}, sent_{cs+2}, sent_{cs+3})$ (FC10) are significant when compared to the entire paragraph as context. For the SDP-ACT dataset, all citation contexts except the paragraph are significant with respect to citing sentence. This validates the need for contexts beyond the citing sentence, yet of a lower granularity than an entire paragraph.

Investigating dynamic-size context extraction, except the best non-contiguous citation context extraction

---

**Table 6: Dynamic non-contiguous citation context results on citation function classification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features Used</th>
<th>Context used</th>
<th>Macro</th>
<th>Micro</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>prev</td>
<td>next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL-ARC</td>
<td>SciBERT+ SPECTER</td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SciNCL</td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cited_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP-ACT</td>
<td>SciBERT+ SPECTER</td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SciNCL</td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (citing_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cited_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cited_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(cited_title, cited_abstract) + (cited_title, sent(_i))</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\text{11}\)For the SDP-ACT, we also extracted fixed number of words (10, 50, 100) from both sides of #AUTHOR_TAG. The results obtained for these citation contexts window sizes were in consistent with what we obtained for various fixed sentence windows. The highest score was obtained for 50 words (macro f-score: 0.28, micro f-score: 0.46).
Figure 2: Statistical significance on (1) ACL-ARC fixed contexts, (2) SDP-ACT fixed contexts, (3) ACL-ARC fixed and dynamic best contexts and (4) SDP-ACT fixed and dynamic best contexts. FC represents Fixed Context as shown in Table 2; CB and NCB are the Contiguous Best and Non-Contiguous Best extracted using SciNCL (for ACL-ARC), all the highest scoring citation contexts from fixed-size and dynamic-size contexts are statistically significant when compared to the citing sentence. Despite the improvement in evaluation scores with respect to the best fixed-size citation context, the p-value indicates that the dynamic-size contiguous and non-contiguous models are not statistically significant. However, as one doesn’t typically know what the best context size for a given dataset is, our unsupervised dynamic-size approaches remain valuable as they provide a statistically significant improvement over the typical scenario of relying on the citing sentence and do not require manual annotation of the citation context boundary.

5 Discussion

Citation type classification based on purpose reflects the author’s citing intention and is therefore important for a wide range of applications, including research evaluation and scholarly document retrieval. Prior citation classification research has primarily been restricted to specific domains, notably computer science, computational linguistics and bio-medicine. This has severe drawbacks as methods developed for a singular discipline cannot capture the varying differences in citation practices across disciplines. This is why we conducted all our experiments on a domain-specific as well as on a multi-disciplinary corpora.

The outcome that adding further contexts beyond one sentence significantly improve results is impor-
tant for further practice. As the optimal size of the citation context window for a given dataset is not known in advance, as can be seen from our experiments on the SDP-ACT and ACL-ARC dataset, there are two options: 1) to manually annotate the citation boundaries (which may be tedious) or 2) to apply a dynamic-size context extraction approach prior to feeding data into the citation type classifier. We argue that option 2 is well suited in situations where manual annotation of the boundaries is not available, which is the case on all current citation type datasets, except MultiCite (Lauscher et al., 2021), and whenever one needs to apply the model in practice across large volumes of citations.

One potential limitation of this work is the usage of a restricted set of contextual features for dynamic boundary detection. As a direction for future work, we would be interested in applying additional scientific features (both contextual and non-contextual) to further improve the dynamic non-contiguous method and verify the performance against the existing manually annotated MultiCite corpus (Lauscher et al., 2021). Also, the challenges involved in extracting features resulted in a considerable number of missing values for the cited abstract, which is another limitation of this paper. We believe employing additional sources for meta-data extraction might reduce the missing feature values in the future.

The ACL-ARC and SDP-ACT datasets used in these experiments were chosen for comparison due to their similarities, notably the usage of the six-way classification system. The most significant difference however is the range of domains from which the citation contexts are drawn. The ACL-ARC dataset uses data from just one domain, computational linguistics, whereas the SDP-ACT dataset is compiled from citations across 36 domains. The significant differences in the evaluation scores for the ACL-ARC and SDP-ACT datasets suggest that citation classification models trained on a specific domains are less effective when used to classify a multi-disciplinary dataset. This is an important direction for future work.

6 Conclusion
This work provides the first comprehensive study of the effect of different citation context window sizes on citation type classification performance. Our results on fixed-size contexts conclusively shows that using only the citing sentence, as it is common in previous work (Cohan et al., 2019), leads to lower performance than what can be achieved with longer citation contexts. Furthermore, our analysis of fixed-size context reveals that the optimal citation context size is domain-dependent. This emphasises the need for determining context dynamically. We therefore present the first unsupervised adaptive dynamic-size context extraction method for contiguous and non-contiguous context extraction. This method significantly improves performance of citation classification models compared to using the citing sentence only. The results from our performance boundary test using the oracle system suggest a large scope for further improvement which can be achieved in the future with the use of dynamic-size context extraction methods.
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A Appendix

The following describes the classification schema first suggested by (Jurgens et al., 2018). The more fine-grained labels for the COMPARE_CONTRAST classification were first introduced by (Pride and Knoth, 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Label</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BACKGROUND</td>
<td>The cited paper provides relevant background information or is part of the body of literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USES</td>
<td>The citing paper uses the methodology or tools created by the cited paper.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| COMPARE_CONTRAST     | - similarities  
                       | - differences  
                       | - disagreement |
|                      | The citing paper expresses similarities to or differences from, or disagrees with, the cited paper. |
| MOTIVATION           | The citing paper is directly motivated by the cited paper.                   |
| EXTENSION            | The citing paper extends the methods, tools, or data of the cited paper.     |
| FUTURE               | The cited paper is a potential avenue for future work.                       |
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